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Constraint satisfaction problems 

• Satisfiability of boolean formulas (K-SAT)

• Vertex coloring (q-COL)

Many applications in computer science.
Q-COL = Scheduling, Register allocation ...    

2

(x1 ! ¬x2 ! x3) " (x2 ! ¬x4 ! ¬x5) " (¬x1 ! x4 ! x5)Less trivial example
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How difficult is it to color a graph?

3

qN
Informal answer: In the worst case almost as difficult as trying 
all the     possible configurations.

Formal answer: K-SAT and q-COL are NP-complete (Cook’71).  
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How difficult is it to color a graph?

3

qN
Informal answer: In the worst case almost as difficult as trying 
all the     possible configurations.

Formal answer: K-SAT and q-COL are NP-complete (Cook’71).  

Worst case is not necessarily the typical case, leads to study of 
random graphs coloring  

Random graphs

Erdős-Rényi random graphs: N vertexes, each two connected 
with probability p, average connectivity c=p(N-1). 

Random regular graph: Choose uniformly at random one of all 
the graphs in which each vertex has fixed degree (coordination).
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Outline of the talk:

Why is random coloring interesting? 

Statistical physics approach

Our results

Algorithmic implications

Conclusions, references
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Why is random coloring interesting?

5
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Existence of sharp COL/UNCOL threshold  

6

Random K-SAT

What makes problems hard to solve ?

Experiment : 

 random 3-SAT  
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COL/UNCOL threshold at average degree 
• W.h.p. colorable for                and w.h.p. uncolorable for        

• Proof of existence (up to a detail) (Friedgut 1997, Achlioptas, Friedgut, 1999)

cs
c < cs c > cs

colorability
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Random K-SAT

What makes problems hard to solve ?

Experiment : 

 random 3-SAT  
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median time

Time of Davis-Putnam branch and bound algorithm needed to decide 
colorability increases close to the threshold (Cheeseman, Kanefsky, Taylor, 1991). 

Computationally “hard” region near to the threshold
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Moments calculation: bounding the threshold

8

Upper bound: First moment inequality                                          thus 
if                     then there is with high probability no proper coloring.  

!N " # Prob(N > 0)
sann < 0

Lower bound: Second moment or analysis of heuristic algorithms.  

q = 3 4.03 < cs < 4.85
algorithmic (Achlioptas, Moore’03), 1st moment (Dubois, Mandler’03)

!N " = qN

!
1# 1

q

"cN/2

$ sann = ln q +
c

2
ln

!
1# 1

q

"
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Algorithmic hardness at large number of colors

9

q !"
2nd moment (Achlioptas, Naor’05), 1st moment (Luczak’91)

2q ln q ! 2 ln q < cs < 2q ln q ! ln q
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Algorithmic hardness at large number of colors

9

q !"
2nd moment (Achlioptas, Naor’05), 1st moment (Luczak’91)

2q ln q ! 2 ln q < cs < 2q ln q ! ln q

c < q ln qNaive algorithm which works for connectivities                          :

Repeatedly pick a random vertex and assign it a random color not 
assigned to any of its neighbours.
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Algorithmic hardness at large number of colors

9

q !"
2nd moment (Achlioptas, Naor’05), 1st moment (Luczak’91)

2q ln q ! 2 ln q < cs < 2q ln q ! ln q

An open question (for 30 years):

Is there a polynomial algorithm which would provably color graphs of 
connectivity                                           for some              ? c ! (1 + !)q ln q ! > 0

c < q ln qNaive algorithm which works for connectivities                          :

Repeatedly pick a random vertex and assign it a random color not 
assigned to any of its neighbours.
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Rigorous evidence for a phase transition

1) The annealed entropy is equal to the quenched (typical) one for 
very small connectivities. Proved using very strong correlation 
decay condition (Bandyopadhyay, Gamarnik’06; Montanari, Shah’07).

2) The best rigorous upper bound is better than the one given by 
the annealed entropy.

10

Conclusion: Non-analyticity in the typical entropy must exist!
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Statistical physics approach

11
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Statistical physics formulation

Coloring = zero temperature behaviour of an anti-ferromagnetic 
Potts model. Hamiltonian: 

12

H =
!

<ij>

!(si, sj) si = 1, 2, . . . , q

The random graph - plays a role of a quenched disorder. 

Tree-like structure of the graph; as N grows the neighbourhood of 
a random vertex is almost surely a tree up to distance log(N).

Bethe approximation (mean field) equipped by the proper level of 
replica symmetry breaking is exact!
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Statistical physics formulation

Coloring = zero temperature behaviour of an anti-ferromagnetic 
Potts model. Hamiltonian: 

12

H =
!

<ij>

!(si, sj) si = 1, 2, . . . , q

The random graph - plays a role of a quenched disorder. 

Tree-like structure of the graph; as N grows the neighbourhood of 
a random vertex is almost surely a tree up to distance log(N).

Bethe approximation (mean field) equipped by the proper level of 
replica symmetry breaking is exact!

Random graphs coloring is exactly solvable 
via the cavity method (Mézard, Parisi, ’99) 
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Main elements of the cavity method

• Replica symmetric solution: Recursion on a tree graph - correct 
only if correlations on boundary are on average forgotten on the 
root (decay of point-to-set correlation functions). 

• One-step of replica symmetry breaking: Split the set of solutions 
into exponentially many clusters such that within each cluster the 
point-to-set correlations decay. Use RS equations inside every 
cluster and then average over all of them. (Mézard, Parisi, ’99)

What are clusters:
• Intuitively: groups of nearby solutions which are in some sense 

disconnected from each other 

• More precisely: Pure states (some problems with rigorous 
definitions)

• For computer scientists: clusters are fixed points of BP equations.

13
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Selection of the previous results

14

cd cs

‣ Prediction of a clustered phase in the colorable region
                             Mézard, Zecchina, Parisi, ‘02, Biroli, Monasson, Weigt, ’99
                             Mézard, Mora, Zecchina, ‘05, Achlioptas, Ricci-Tersenghi, ‘06

‣ The exact SAT/UNSAT (COL/UNCOL) threshold computed.                            
                                                                                              K-SAT: Mézard, Zecchina, Parisi, ‘02, 

                             q-COL: Mulet, Pagnani, Weigt, Zecchina, ‘03

‣ Survey Propagation algorithm designed 
                             Mézard, Zecchina, Parisi, ‘02

 The equations for the clustered phase used on a single graph. 

 By far the best known heuristic algorithm for large random 3-SAT instances.
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‣ Entropy (size) of a cluster s: 
logarithm of the number of solutions belonging to the cluster 
(divided by the number of variables).

‣ Complexity function            : 
logarithm of the number of clusters of size s

If         >0, there are exponentially many states of size s.
If         <0, then states of size s become exponentially rare as N grows. 

15

!(s)

A refined analysis of clusters

N (s) = eN!(s)

!(s)
!(s)

!(m) = ms + "(s),
!"(s)

!s
= !m

eN!(m) =
!

!

(eNs!)m =
"

eN [ms+"(s)]ds

!(s)!(m)
‣ We compute the complexity function using the cavity method via a Legendre 

transform           of           . 

‣ Main idea (Mézard, Palassini, Rivoire, ‘05): weight each cluster by its size to the power m: 
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Solve (mostly numerically) the cavity equations

“Order parameter”                    is a fixed point of functional equation. 
+ Work out the many special cases when the equation simplifies 
(m=1, m=0, large q limit, frozen variables, regular graphs ...)

16

P[P (!")]
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Solve (mostly numerically) the cavity equations

“Order parameter”                    is a fixed point of functional equation. 
+ Work out the many special cases when the equation simplifies 
(m=1, m=0, large q limit, frozen variables, regular graphs ...)

16

Our results (+ their meaning)!

P[P (!")]
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The results

17
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 Learning from         

      Example of 6-coloring, connectivities 17, 18, 19, 20 (from top). 
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6 coloring of regular random graph very low connectivity

19
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6 coloring of regular random graph connectivity c=17

20
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6 coloring of regular random graph connectivity c=18

21
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6 coloring of regular random graph connectivity c=19

22
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6 coloring of regular random graph connectivity c=20

23
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Entropy on 5-colorings of Erdős-Rényi graphs 

24
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Glassy phase transitions
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Glassy phase transitions

cd(3) = 4, cd(4) = 8.35, cd(5) = 12.84

Clustering transition
The phase space splits into exponentially many states

cd
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Clustering transition
The phase space splits into exponentially many states

cd

cc(3) = 4, cc(4) = 8.46, cc(5) = 13.23
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Entropy dominated by finite number of the largest states.
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cs(3) = 4.69, cs(4) = 8.90, cs(5) = 13.67

COL/UNCOL transition 
No more clusters, uncolorable phase
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Glassy phase transitions

Moreover: The entropically dominating clusters are 1RSB stable in the colorable phase 
(at least for q>3)
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Glassy phase transitions

Moreover: The entropically dominating clusters are 1RSB stable in the colorable phase 
(at least for q>3)

cd(3) = 4, cd(4) = 8.35, cd(5) = 12.84

Clustering transition
The phase space splits into exponentially many states

cd

cc(3) = 4, cc(4) = 8.46, cc(5) = 13.23

Condensation transition 
Entropy dominated by finite number of the largest states.

cc

cs(3) = 4.69, cs(4) = 8.90, cs(5) = 13.67

COL/UNCOL transition 
No more clusters, uncolorable phase

cs

Dynamic
 (Ergodicity Breaking) transition

Static (Kauzmann) transition

Same phenomenology as in
 the ideal glass transition (ex: p-spin)
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The freezing of clusters

cd cc cs

Two types of clusters are found

Soft or “unfrozen” clusters Hard or “frozen” clusters

All variables are allowed at least two 
different colors in the cluster

A finite fraction of variables are allowed only 
one color in all solutions belonging to the 
cluster: we say that these variables “freeze” 
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The freezing of clusters

cd cc cs

Two types of clusters are found

Soft or “unfrozen” clusters Hard or “frozen” clusters

All variables are allowed at least two 
different colors in the cluster

A finite fraction of variables are allowed only 
one color in all solutions belonging to the 
cluster: we say that these variables “freeze” 

cr

cr(3) = 4.66, cr(4) = 8.83, cr(5) = 13.55

 Rigidity transition 
Frozen variables appears in the dominating states.
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Large number of colors
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0

Clustering{
SP nontrivial

{ Condensation

Col/Uncol cs ! 2q ln q " ln q " 1
cc ! 2q ln q " ln q " 2 ln 2

cr ! q(ln q + ln ln q + 1)

cSP ! q(ln q + ln ln q + 1" ln 2)
q ln q

2q ln q

Rigidity

q
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Algorithmic implications

28
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Clustering = reason for computational hardness?

‣ At the clustering (dynamical) transition the Monte-Carlo 
equilibration time diverges (Montanari, Semerjian, 2005). Thus 
Monte-Carlo sampling is hard. 

‣ But finding solution is a question of basin of attraction, 
further analysis of the energy landscape needed. 

29

Zero energy states

Positive energy states

Zero energy states

Positive energy states

energy
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Unsophisticated algorithm: Walk-COL 

30

(1) Randomly choose a spin that has the same color as at least one of its neighbors.
(2) Change randomly its color. Accept this change with probability one if the 
number of unsatisfied spins has been lowered, otherwise accept  it with probability p.
(3) If there are unsatisfied vertices, go to step (1) unless the maximum running time 
is reached.
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Is rigidity relevant for hardness?

Two observations:

• All the solutions we are able to find on large graphs (N>20 000) 
belong to clusters without frozen variables. 

• Minimal rearrangments (Semerjian, ‘07) diverge if and only if frozen 
variables present. Local search is not able to escape from a 
frozen cluster.

31
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Conclusions

Clustering/Dynamic transition
‣ Ergodicity breaking, equilibration time diverges
‣ Monte-Carlo inefficient for sampling

Condensation/Static transition
‣“Static glassy transition”
‣ Many clusters exist, but a finite number of them covers almost all solutions.
‣ Variables highly correlated.
COL/UNCOL transition
‣ No solutions exist anymore

Freezing of clusters and the rigidity transition
‣ Finite fraction of variable have no freedom within the cluster

32

cd cc cs

cr
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The main remaining goal: 
Answer the algorithmic questions

• Simulated annealing does not equilibrate above the dynamical 
transition, but up to where is it able to find a solution? 
[empiricaly 4.4 in 3-col (van Mourik, Saad, ‘02)]
Rephrased: at which connectivity disappears a state typical at 
the dynamical transition? 

• Message passing - cavity equations on single graph
• What is the performance of Survey Propagation in the large q 

regime? How does it compare to BP?

• How does the solution space change during decimation? (Montanari, 

Ricci-Tersenghi, Semerjian, ‘07)  

• Is there a better use than decimation for the information computed 
by message passing? 

• What is the interpretation of cavity equations on a single graph 
(negative complexity etc.)

34
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The Cavity Method

35

• Bethe approximation 
(exact on trees and sparse random graphs)

• equivalent to the replica method
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The replica symmetric equations

k

i

k

i

j

Probability that node i takes color s_i when edge (constraint) (ij) is 
erased from the graph. 

Recursive equations on a tree graph (Belief propagation):

36

!i!j
si

=
1

Zi!j

!

k"V (i)#j

"

sk

(1! "sisk) !k!i
sk

=
1

Zi!j

!

k"V (i)#j

(1! !k!i
si

)

Coloring = antifferomagnetic Potts model at zero temperature
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 The replica symmetric solution

After addition of node i and all the edges (ik) the entropy changes 

by                                               .  The total entropy:

 Average over graph ensemble

P(!) =
!

k

Q1(k)
" k!1#

i=1

d!i P(!i) "[! ! F({!i})]

Solution: 
Only the paramagnetic                                         in the COL phase.

37

!Si!j , Zi!j = e!Si!j

S =
1
N

!

"
#

i

!Si !
#

(ij)

!Sij

$

%

! = (1/q, 1/q, . . . )

sRS = log q +
c

2
log

!
1! 1

q

"
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When is RS solution correct?

Necessary condition

Spin glass susceptibility                                      does not diverge

Local stability towards replica symmetry breaking (RSB)

Necessary and sufficient condition

Discontinuous appearance of many pure states (RSB)

Replica-symmetry-breaking independent:

‣ Point-to-set correlations do not diverge (Montanari, Semerjian, 2005)

‣ Gibbs measure extremality (Mézard, Montanari, 2005)

38

!SG =
!

i,j

!sisj"2/N
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How to go beyond RS solution?
(Mézard, Parisi, 1999 - Bethe lattice spin glass revisited)

Suppose existence of many clusters (pure states).
What are clusters?

• In some rigorous works: set of solutions connected by changes 
of a small number of variables

• Cavity needs: set of solutions within which certain correlation 
decay condition holds (Gibbs measure extremality) 

How to treat them?

• One-step replica symmetry breaking: Statistics over states.

• Each state weighted by its size to the power m.
Complexity: entropy of states of a given internal entropy.  
Free entropy: the Legendre transform of the complexity

39

!(m) = ms + "(s),
!"(s)

!s
= !m
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How to compute the free entropy?

Free entropy:

+ average over the graph ensemble.

Numerical Solution - Population dynamics: Population of 
populations - very heavy!!! (Mézard, Palassini, Rivoire, 2005)

Order Parameter: Probability distribution of fields for every edge. 
Self-consistent equation:
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Solving the functional equations

Analytical

• Large q limit: first three orders of development fully analytical. 

• Frozen variables at m=1: 

Simple functional equations

• m=0 + frozen variables: The results of Mézard, Zecchina, 2002 + Mulet, 
Pagnani, Weigt, Zecchina, 2002.

• m=1:  using the results from  Mézard, Montanari, 2005

• Random regular (2-regular) graphs: all edges equivalent, 
factorized solution. 

Functionals of functionals, but only on soft variables.

• Frozen variables present: SP-like equations for frozen variables 
interconnected with the population dynamics for soft variables.  
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